MPI@PRAGUE

Miroslav Myska
Czech Technical University in Prague
Faculty of Nuclear Engineering and Physical Sciences
• Capital of Czech Republic
• cca 1.1 M inhabitants
• international airport
• excellent public transportation
• countless lodging opportunities
• many historical & architectonical sights
• beer for 1€ 😊

www.prague.eu/en
FNSPE
CTU IN PRAGUE

- The largest technical university in Czech Rep.
- Connections to Academy of Sciences & Charles Uni
- Department / faculty support
- Student's manpower – e.g. EPS Young Minds
- Excursion opportunities (even ELI-Beamlines)
FNSPE
CTU IN PRAGUE

- University Accomodation
  Novomestsky hotel, Dormitories

- Social diner/reception e.g.:
  Vila Lanna  http://www.vila-lanna.cz/

- Previous experiences
  EDS Blois 2017
  (Marek Tasevsky, Zdenek Hubacek)
  PIC 2017
  Indian-summer School 2018
  (Jan Cepila, M. Myska)

- Possible co-organizers
  A. Siodmok, O. Kepka